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About This Game

Simple Field is a classic multiplayer first-person shooter.
The server is up to 100 users!

The game offers several maps. Gaming modes like stealing the flag..
Team deathmatch

Or use a jetpack! Before running or jumping on the roof of the building
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Title: Simplefield
Genre: Action, Indie
Developer:
M&H Soft
Publisher:
Ragnar
Release Date: 31 Jul, 2017

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7 or Newer

Processor: 2 GHz or Faster

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: Geforce 740M

Storage: 500 MB available space
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This game will not run. I cant get support for it and now can get my refund either. No tech support. Steam sucks. Outstanding
game. I purchased the entire bundle because I liked it a lot. I hope you do too because it will take quite a while to complete. The
story play and graphics are high quality. I can't stress the importance of gameplay based upon the previous Dreamfall games...
they are linked so you will love the last game as they are so well developed.. It just feels messy and too much going on. if you
like powerup race games then this is for you. race arcade meets my needs better for just a simple overhead racing game with
lots of players locally. i was also hoping for 8 player controller support, but its 4 controllers that you share each side of it. This
might be the worst\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665i've ever seen. -276,175,226\/10. 1\/5 Stars.

Pros: Pretty graphics and peaceful background music. Complexity is added to the game with the ability to see a preview of the
"incoming" butterflies that will replace the ones you remove.

Cons: Gets boring very quickly. The only reason I would recommend this is if someone said they were limited to a $3 budget,
loved butterfly themes and had never tried a match-them-up game. Otherwise, go with a more established version of this type of
game such as "Bejeweled" or another equivalent released by the PopCap company.. It's kinda cute but the gameplay itself is like
any other 'match' games. But instead of matching 3 things together you have to match 4 or more butterflies. It's pretty casual and
requires no explanation really. It's a bit zen like because you have a lot of time and, I don't know, it just feels relaxing. I like it.

[Rating: 75\/100]. I've tried and tried to purchase this by buying and refunding and I thought maybe this would work but I was
completely wrong. This DLC doesn't work. DO NOT BUY IT.
. Started as nice promising hidden object game that turned into an annoying thing, at least for me. So this is a mobile port and it
works fine, no glitching, freezing etc, the only issue i can say it doesnt matter if I put it on HDD or SSD it takes around 30 sec
to start then it`s fine, I`m guessing it has to do something with windows 10 but who knows.

positives:
-alot of scenes to play on
-objects randomize, change positions
-RPG elements
-limitation on how many times you can explore a region before you deplete your energy and have to wait, this is a good thing
forces you to chill and do something else for a change
-extremly long, if you planning on getting everything ingame
-steam achievements
-steam trading cards

negatives:
-replayability NONE, especially when you have to explore the same area/picture so many times in order to progress
-REPETITIVE
-the annoying energy limitation, yeah i said it`s positive but at the same time it is annoying
-even with the objects randomizing after a while you see the pattern and you can beat an area in 30 sec
-some pictures are way too dark so the objects are kinda faded in with the background which was annoying
-some minor bugs, when you click on "Go to area" game crashes, happens randomly for no apparent reason

Well got the game during a sale, steam suggestion seemed nice, payed 50 cents for it and that would be the perfect price for it, if
you`re like me wanting to burn through asap and being held back with having to wait for the recharge, and for me the repepetive
part was really annoying. But if you`re a person who`s gonna play this occassiaonly then you probably would enjoy it more then I
did.

4/10
Reccomended with a caution.. latex dress ^^. DONT DRINK AND DRIVE, SMOKE AND FLY!
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it is firy nice. This turn-based strategy brawler has been around since 2005, though aesthetically it could pass as an early 90's
release. However.. aesthetics are not so important in a game such as this, and thankfully it works where it matters. It is
somewhat overwhelming at first, even with the in-game tutorial.. but read the manual and watch the video tutorial, multiple
times if you must, because the gameplay is surprisingly deep and very fun indeed! The game is tough as nails, though you can
customize the difficulty.. I found it very hard to put down. Addictive.. Usually I'm not really into hardcore games, but this one is
fun (especially for that price kek). Some levels are some kind of tank sniping, some are like "run for your life and try to shoot
accurately at the same time". The visuals are really simple, but look good. Plus, I know that this is the first published game of a
solo developer, so it feels nice to support them with this purchase. Good luck with future projects, dev!. Yeah it's worth it, more
content for the game :). Around half hour of boring gameplay, go to previous areas and kill all enemies...and thats it. Very lazy
DLC.. The Sentry Gun DLC (or \u2665BELOVED TURRET\u2665 as I prefer to call them) is useful to have.

Effectively adding a resummonable turret to your squad that, while not especially deadly in their own right, at least draws the
attention of the Enemy AI. Summoning one of these cute little killing machines is often enough to distract the enemy from
attacking you and your squad mates for a turn or two. And as we know, an enemy divided is a dead enemy.

The variety of turrets is also good
MultiMelta for removing armour on targets and adding a damage over time
LasCannon for hitting targets are longer ranges, ignoring armour and adding time to the target's move
Heavy Bolter is better at close range and is the only one that can make reactionary overwatch attacks

All are directly controllable by you, but like the Wolf card you can only have one turret active (this limit applies even if you
have the Sigurd Ironside DLC). Summoning another turret will cause the previous one to self destruct.

Many of the other non-turret cards in this DLC offer different playstyles for Valgard and the Devastate card is really only useful
in the PVP game mode. If you like a more melee focused playstyle the Fenrisian Sol Power Maul is good for slowing down the
enemies. I found the shields to be of little value because although they look awesome, they occupy a hand that could be holding
an offensive weapon which is a bit of a shame.

In summary

While I wouldn't say this is an essential DLC, I rarely run a scenario without a turret in Valgard's deck now that I have them.
The other cards are so-so in my opinion. The value really is in the turrets. Picking this DLC up on offer or as part of a bundle
deal is worthwhile.. Well, after playing the game for over 5 hours, I can safely say it\u2019s been an enjoyable experience. The
game is not without its rough edges, but for the most part it turns out to be a good time.

Castle Torgeath\u2019s core gameplay revolves around exploring a dungeon while fighting and killing enemies and attempting
to discover what happened to the group that was sent there before. Most of your time will be spent killing mobs or enemies with
either melee weapons or the occasional spell, and while I did find this fun, it could get somewhat repetitive. When I started the
game initially, some of the story was presented upfront, but I quickly noticed that most of the story afterwards came from books
or letters. This does mean that reading a lot in the game can have a positive impact to your understanding of the story, but that
depends if you like\/are willing to read a lot. I personally found the trade-off worthwhile, as I really liked the story and wanted
to understand what happened to the guys you were sent in to find, not to mention the older notes on the people who lived there
long ago.

Further along, I noticed that the game had a form of survival through the use of a food bar over a traditional stamina bar. I
found this to be rather strange, but I never really had any issues finding food, since there was nothing really stopping me from
picking up anything and everything. Not long through the first level, I encountered some kind of blue mist that spawned on a
previously slain enemy. My first reaction was to strike at it with my sword, but once I saw the strange shield around it I decided
to back off and run for a while. Eventually, I used my magic to kill it, and would later find out that if you make use of one of
the ghost-like npcs, you can empower your weapons with magic. You could then kill it with melee attacks, which I thought was
a nice touch. For me, the blue fog was a good edition to the game, because it added a level of suspense and surprise that the
game\u2019s combat otherwise didn\u2019t have. After playing for many hours at a time, having a mist creature come at you
from out of nowhere can give you quite the jump scare, and break up any feelings of repetition or silence. I also very much
enjoyed that it\u2019s existence wasn\u2019t just as a game enemy, as the story mentions that it was some kind of entity that
was here from a time before.
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As of the time of writing this review, I\u2019ve successfully completed about three levels within the game. Given that it felt
like I was only halfway through the story, I\u2019d say there\u2019s still a good bit more I could get out of it. Overall, I felt like
the game offered some good old dungeon exploration, and is a decently fun game for anyone interested in that.. 3\/10!

Open game and leave running = all achievements.. NOTE: Not all of the music in the Visual Novels are included.

That said, it's definitely worth 5USD. The sound quality is amazing, and I listen to this pretty much any time I'm in my car. I do
wish I could buy the rest of the soundtrack, though...
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